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OWNER’S MANUAL 
SAFETY RULES 

READ AND SAFE THESE INSTURUCTIONS 
 
 

WARNING THESE RULES MUST BE FOLLOWED TO AVOID ANY SERIOUS INJURY OR 
DEATH. 

SUPERVISION BY A QUALIFIED ATTENDANT IS REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES. 
 

Any misuse or failure to adhere to the instructions or recomendations contained in this 
manual will render void the 24 month warranty. 

 
1. REMOVE choose , eyeglasses and any sharp objects. 
2. Somersaults , diving ,wrestling, rught play and flips are prohibited. 
3. NO food, drinks , gum ,pets or silly string . 
4. Riders with mental or physical impairments SHOULD NOT be allowed to use this 

inflatable. 
5. Exit if the unit begins lose air. USE exit doors and escape hatches. 
6. DO NOT use and inmediateky deflate the inflatable the winds exceed 15mph and/ori t 

rains. 
7. Rangers SHOULD all be of compatible age and size. 

 
 

AGES 3 AND UP ONLY 
 

8. The inflatable MUST be securly tied down. 
9. Keep children away from the blower at all times. 

   10. Children SHOULD NOT jump on to or off the inflatable. They  
         MUST bounce away from others and away from the sides. 

 
 

http://bing.com/maps/default.aspx?v=2&pc=FACEBK&mid=8100&rtp=adr.%7Epos.28.482097_-81.330393_BE+Bounce+Houses_4409+Hoffner+Ave+%23237%2C+Orlando%2C+Florida&cp=28.482097%7E-81.330393&lvl=16&sty=r&rtop=0%7E0%7E0%7E&mode=D&FORM=FBKPL1&mkt=en-US
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SET UP 

 
 

Set up , installation , deflation and handling should be done by QUALIFIED ATTENDANT 
ONLY. 
 
The inflatable may weigh over 200 Lbs. Caution should be excercised when lifting and handling 
the equipment.  
 

1. DO NOT set up in windy or rainy days. 
2. Select a level area that is the safe distance from water , walls and other obstractions. 
3. Make certain that better know overhead the utility wires and ground obstacles such as 

protruding sprinkles or underground pipes of anykind before lane the protecting tarp on 
the selected area. 

4. Place the inflatable in the middle of the tarp and unroll the units after removing the 
straps . (image) 

5. Connect either hose snugly (choose the one closest to the electricity source) to the 
blower using the strap attached to the hose. Make sure that all intake openings of the 
blower are free from any obstarctions.(image) 

6. Twist the vents (the extra hose/s) several times, foldit over unsecured snugly with the 
attached strap.(image) 

7. Approximately one foot from each tie down double – loop of the BE Bounce Houses 
units , drive an anchor to the ground at 45° angle with the head pointing away from the 
BE Bounce Houses units. Secure the BE Bounce Houses units at all times to the 
corresponding number of anchors. Use the straps to attached the anchors to all the 
doublé loop’s as provided in specific áreas on the base of the BE Bounce Houses units. 
Large units with high profiles (giant slides , etc) have additional te down loops taht are 
located at higher points. Each of these addotional locations should also be attached to 
the anchor at a 45° angle. 
 

         When the unit is on hard surface (cements , Wood floors , etc.) , use a  sand bag with 
adecuates weights for the anchor. (image) 

 
      8.plugged the blower into the closest properly grounded (GFCI) 110V outlet only after you 

carefully read the blower manufacturer’s safety instructions. Turn the switch on and wait 
(approximately 2 min. Until theinflatable is fully inflated and the equipment and all parts 
have been examined for potentially unsafe conditions before letting children in the 
inflatable. 

 
        9.this unit requires continuous air pressure . Do not turn on the blower off when children 

are in the inflatable. 
 

 
INFLATION PROCEDURES 

 
1. Make sure there are no children inside ora round the BE Bounce Houses unit 

before you turn the switch off and unplug the blower. 
2. Disconnect the air hose from the blower and untie the extra hose/s. 

Let all hoses lie paralell to each other so the air can escape freely. 
3. As the BE Bounce Houses unit deflates, arrange the colums to fallo n top of the 

base making sure that the deflated units is evenly spread out. (image) 

CAUTION : This is an electrically operated product. Not recomended for children 
under 3 yeras of age. As with all electric products , precautions shpuld be taken 
during handling and use to prevents electric shocks. 
The Blowers requires a GROUND fault protected circuits (GFCI) . Please refer to the 
blower manufacturer Owner’s Manual for safety and operational instructions 



4. Standing in front of the BE Bounce Houses unit (Entrance),  fold the left side and 
the right side so that they meet in the middle and then fold one side over the 
other. (Image) 

5. Roll the BE Bounce Houses unit towards the air hoses and then tuck the air 
hoses into the roll. (Image) 

6. Secure the roll with each strap tied into a slip knot. 
7. Store the unit in a dry area. 

 
 

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES 
 

1. It is recommended to clean the BE Bounce Houses unit after each use. 
2. Use mild dish-washing liquid and clean rugs for general clean-up, preferably while the 

BE Bounce Houses unit is inflated. 
3. Never use solvent-based cleaners to avoiddamaging the fabric and printing. 
4. Make sure the blower and the BE Bounce Houses unit are completely dry before rolling 

up and storing. 
 

REPAIR PROCEDURES 
 

1. To repair holes and tears up to 12”, use the ‘Single Patch Method’, utilizing the patch 
repair kit provided with each BE Bounce Houses unit. 

2. Cut an oval or round shape vinyl patch approximately 2”larger tan the cut/tear. 
3. Clean the área around the cut/tear. 
4. Apply glue in the patch and on the área around the cut/tear. 
5. Let the glue dry for at least 3 minutes. 
6. Place the patch over the damaged área and press with your palm for 1 minute. 
7. In approximately 15 minutes, the glue should dry and the BE Bounce Houses unit will 

be ready for inflation. 

 


